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Two stress tests examine the resilience of  
German banks to a drop in real estate prices
by Nataliya Barasinska, Philipp Haenle and Thomas Siemsen

In the past seven years, price developments in the German real 

estate market have garnered more and more public interest. 

According to recent Bundesbank estimates, overvaluations in 

German towns and cities have been running at between 

15% and 30% (Deutsche Bundesbank, Monthly Report, Feb-

ruary 2018). Housing loans constitute a significant proportion 

(around 30%) of overall lending, which is why systematic 

defaults on housing loans may lead to heavy losses at banks. 

In this context, stress tests help banking supervisors to assess 

whether banks are sufficiently capitalised to cope with such 

losses when a crisis hits. 

 

Two current Bundesbank studies each present a stress test 

model that has been developed to assess the risks from real 

estate mortgage exposures. In both models, we use the same 

macroeconomic stress scenario in which house prices fall by 

30% and the unemployment rate rises from less than 5% to 

nearly 8%. We simulate the stress effect over a horizon of 

three years (2017-19). Despite having different approaches, 

the two studies arrive at very similar results in both qualitative 

and quantitative terms. In the final year of the stress scenario, 

the institutions would, on average, suffer losses of 0.7 to  

1 cent per euro of outstanding residential mortgage loans. 

These losses would lead to a considerable reduction in the 

capitalisation of German credit institutions. On aggregate, 

their common equity tier 1 capital ratio would fall by around 

0.6 to 0.9 percentage point, solely as a result of these losses 

on housing loans. On average, the common equity tier 1 

capital ratio at the end of the stress horizon would be bet-

ween 14.5% and 14.7%, and thus far above the regulatory 

minimum capital requirements. The institutions would there-

fore be sufficiently capitalised to cope with the housing loan 

losses arising in such a macroeconomic stress scenario.

Complementary strengths of the two models

Like all forecasts, stress tests entail an element of model and 

estimation uncertainty that cannot be ignored. The results of 

these tests are also determined in large part by the informa-

tive value and granularity of the data used to translate a macro-

economic stress scenario into expected losses for banks. The 

two stress tests differ in regard to the data used and thus 

also in regard to their modelling framework. This way, the 

strengths of both approaches can complement each other 

and it is possible to mitigate the influence of model-specific 

German credit institutions are sufficiently capitalised to deal with potential losses 
from their residential mortgage exposures that could arise if house prices, which have 
been rising strongly since 2010, were to fall sharply. This is shown by the results of 
two current stress tests that have been developed by Bundesbank experts for risk 
analyses.



inaccuracies on the results. This increases the qualitative and 

quantitative robustness of the stress test results. 

Both analyses are based on the same fundamental idea. We 

calculate the expected losses for banks by multiplying the 

probabilities of default and the loss given default – ie the 

share of uncollateralised exposures in defaulted exposures – 

with outstanding loans. In both studies, the probability of 

default and loss given default are modelled conditional on 

the macroeconomic scenario. As most individuals who have 

taken out a housing loan derive their income primarily from 

employment, the probability of default strongly depends on 

the risk of unemployment. By contrast, loss given default de-

pends on the outstanding amount of the loan and the value 

of the property serving as collateral for the bank.

Thomas Siemsen and Johannes Vilsmeier, the authors of the 

first of these Bundesbank studies, draw on the results of the 

Bundesbank’s survey on residential real estate lending for 

their model. These data were collected through the Bundes-

bank’s low-interest-rate environment survey for the first time 

last year. As part of this survey, all banks supervised by the 

Bundesbank (banks supervised by the ECB did not take part) 

provided detailed information on the expected probabilities 

of default and the loan-to-value ratios (ie the ratio of the 

loan amount to a given property’s mortgage lending value). 

Nataliya Barasinska, Philipp Haenle, Anne Koban and Alexander 

Schmidt, who developed the second stress test, draw on 

data from the Bundesbank’s reporting system for their  

model. These data are less granular but are available on a 

regular basis and also cover a longer period of time. This  

allows them to assess the risks from housing loan exposures 

on an ongoing basis. With the new data from the low-inte-

rest-rate survey, it is now possible to compare the stress test 

results based on the real estate survey data with those based 

on data from ongoing monitoring of risks in the housing 

loan portfolios. 

Model framework reduces influence of model uncertainty 

on stress test results

General forecasting uncertainty is intensified in the case of 

stress tests because the projections concern events that have 

a very low probability of occurrence. There are only very few, 

if any, historical observations that can be drawn on. For this 

reason, forecasts, which are usually based on the extrapola-

tion of historical, observed correlations, may be less robust 

under these circumstances.

To address this issue, Siemsen and Vilsmeier develop a model 

framework that adds a second model-theoretical compo-

nent to the usually purely econometric component of stress 

test forecasts. In modelling the bank-specific probabilities of 

default in the stress scenario, they first estimate a large num-

ber of different model specifications (rather than one single 

specification) of an econometric standard model. These are 

subsequently filtered for statistical and economic plausibility, 

as well as for “stress test plausibility” and finally combined to 

one single model specification.

The idea is to disregard those specifications that lead to dis-

torted estimation coefficients (lack of statistical plausibility) 

or which, say, forecast a fall in the probability of default after 

a sharp rise in the unemployment rate (lack of economic 

plausibility).

In addition, the stress forecasts are compared to those of a 

second credit risk model (Merton-Vasicek one factor model), 

which produces forecasts less reliant on historical correlations 

but rather on economic mechanisms. Specifications that do 

not appear plausible relative to this reference model are also 

filtered out. The model therefore combines an econometric 

and a theoretical perspective, thus reducing the degree to 

which the stress test forecast depends on observed historical 

correlations which, owing to the adverse nature of the stress 

scenario, have less informative value than they do for normal 

economic forecasts. 

Figure 1 shows, for an exemplary model space, the interaction 

between quality of fit and the predicted increase in default 

probabilities in the stress scenario for different specifications 

of the econometric model.. It is clear that although the spe-

cifications all have good quality of fit, they show enormous 

dispersion in the forecasts (grey dots). The increases in the 

probability of default range from -90% to 1,000%. Filtering 

out statistically or economically implausible specifications 

leads, first of all, to a drop in the number of specifications 

from 10,000 to 62, and second, to a considerable reduction 

in the range of the projected increases in the probability of 

default (black dots). After comparison with the reference 

model, only 18 specifications (red dots) remain; these predict 

an increase in the probabilities of default in the stress scenario 

of between 60% and 150%. Ultimately, as a result of the 

increase in the probability of default for housing loans to-

gether with the corresponding increases in loss given default 

(of around 25 percentage points) and risk-weighted assets 

(of roughly 1.5%), the common equity tier 1 capital ratio falls 
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by 0.9 percentage points on aggregate to approximately 

14.5%.

Model framework takes into account regional differences

Besides probability of default, loss given default plays a key 

role when it comes to analysing credit risk. If a loan defaults, 

the property assigned as collateral for the loan is repossessed. 

If the selling price is lower than the outstanding loan amount 

and no other assets can be drawn upon, the bank suffers a 

loss. Here, Barasinska et al use only the value of the property 

in their estimates, meaning that the estimated loss represents 

an upper limit. The principal repayments reduce the outstan-

ding loan amount over time, thereby reducing the potential 

loss for the bank. At the same time, however, the value of 

the property also changes. In turn, this has an impact on the 

size of the potential losses: when the economy is in good 

shape, demand for housing, and thus also  prices, are likely 

Filtering the model space to reduce forecast dispersion
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to be higher, and the loss given default lower. In economic 

downturns, prices are likely to be lower, meaning that losses 

are higher. Barasinska et al take this into account and also 

factor regional differences into their stress test. They consider 

whether the property is in an area in which prices have risen 

sharply, or where they have grown more moderately, over 

the last few years. 

Principal repayments and fluctuations in property prices 

therefore influence the loss a bank would suffer if a borrower 

could no longer service their loan. Figure 2 illustrates this rela-

tionship. The vertical axis shows the amount of the loss given 

default for particular loan depending on loan vintage and   

loan-to-value ratio. The larger the difference between the 

original loan amount and the value of the property, the higher 

the predicted loss given default. The longer ago the loan was 

granted, and thus the longer the period over which repay-
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ments have been made, the greater the predicted decrease 

in the loss given default. The largest losses arise for loans that 

were granted immediately prior to the price drop assumed in 

the stress tests, starting from 2017, because the value of the 

collateral falls the most sharply in this case.

Taking these relationships into account, Barasinska et al find 

that the loss given default calculated in the assumed negative 

macroeconomic scenario would be around 22 percentage 

points higher on average than under normal conditions. To-

gether with a simulated rise of around 2 percentage points in 

the probability of default, this would cause banks‘ common 

equity tier 1 capital ratio to fall by around 0.8 percentage 

point on average to roughly 14.7%. Overall, the projected 

losses of German banks would be sustainable, as the minimum 

capital requirements would still be met.

Loss given default for different 

loan-to-value ratios
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Conclusion: 
The results of our stress tests show that German credit institutions have sufficient capital to withstand a decline in real estate 

prices of 30% without encountering serious problems; the regulatory minimum capital requirements would not be breached. 

The close similarity between the results of both tests, despite the differences in data and modelling, suggests that the findings 

are not biased by the data or modelling choice. It should be noted that the tests only capture the stress effect on the portfolios 

of housing loans. Potential spillover effects between loan portfolios and institutions are not taken into account. The results of 

the stress tests thus represent a lower bound in terms of stress impact and remain largely silent on implications for financial 

stability.
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Disclaimer: 
The views expressed here do not necessarily refl ect the opinion of the Deutsche Bundesbank or the Eurosystem.

News from the Research Centre
Publications

“When Private Information Settles the Bill: Money and Privacy 

in Google’s Market for Smartphone Applications” by Michael 

Kummer (Georgia Institute of Technology) and Patrick Schulte 

(Bundesbank) will be published in Management Science.

“Time-varying Capital Requirements and Disclosure Rules: 

Effects on Capitalization and Lending Decisions” by Björn 

Imbierowicz (Bundesbank), Jonas Kragh (Copenhagen Business 

School) and Jesper Rangvid (Copenhagen Business School)” 

will be published in the Journal of Money, Credit and Banking.

Events:

27 – 28 September 2018

“Heterogeneous Households, 

Firms and Financial Intermediaries: 

New Theory and Evidence“

5 – 6 November 2018 “

“Financial Cycles and Regulation”
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